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Participatory Research or Participation

Put-on: Reflections on the Research Phaseof-an

Indonesian Experiment in Non-Formal Education:

'N. by

Nat J. Colletta. ,--

IntrodUction
.

.

Out of every 100 Children entering primary school in Indonesia today approxi-

mately 47-can be expected to complete six grades. There are an estimated 33 mil

/
million-Indonesians over the age of 10-years who have never reached' any school

1
and another 26.5 million who left school before completing the primary level.

Dropouts and those who have never attended school now form a majority. of youth

who have little chance for further formal education and training.

.
The Second Five Year Plan (Repelita II, 1?74-79) .projects that approximately__.

i

.80-85% of children- 7-12 years old will be accommodated in Primary qchools by

2
1980. This plan-is being implemented by a massive primary school construction

program directed by Presidential Instruction (Inpres). However, even if this

target is met. the 15-20% not accommodated by the expansion program would still

represent some five million children without access to formc' schooling.-

i in addition to the number of school age youth who do not have access to the

I

I formal school system many othe:s, inClucing subsistence farmers, rural women, and

.

aaemployep young adults, Constitute important populations in need of further edu-

ication and training. Approximately 82% of Indonesia's population resides in the

I rural areas,.53%-of whom are engaged in farming which. accounts for less than half

of the gross domestic product (42.9%). Ninety (90%) percent of these Indonesians

have never attended school and only 75% of those who have attended have completed

six grades. The National literacy rate was recorded in 1971 at 60 percent. This

figure was higher for males (71%) than for females (49%) and lower for rural '(55%)

3.



than for urban (79%) areas.3

The Indonesian Government has identified the following populations as being

141,priority need of expanded educational and training"opportunities:
14

1.. School-aged children who do not have the opportunity

to enter anyaind of formal school program.

2. Dropouts from various levels of the formal school

program.

3. Those youth who have already terminated at some
level of formal education but still need addition-
al knowledge and/or skills in order to function
more productively in the nation's development.

4. Those adults who need additional, knowledge, skills,
and attitudes requisite to improving the general
quality of their life as well as contributing to the
nation's development.

Increased educational opportunity_for_these-people-could contribute to. the

general quality of their lives by promotIng their ability to better identify

and articulate '.;heir needs, assess and mobilize existing resources, -and' understand,

"demand", and use government services such as health care, agricultural extension

and basic education.

In accordance with. Article 31 section 1 of the 1945 Indonesian Constitution

It is felt that "each citizen has the right to 'an education." In recognition of

both the.qualitative ptoblem and budgetary constraints_ in providing universal free

public education, the Government of- Indonesia ems decided to embark on developi

systems o'. out of school (No;- Formal) education that would constitute alternative -----__

delivery systems of Mass education for youth and adults, thereby supplying educa-

.tional opportunity:to those outside the reach of the traditional schoel system and

or are in need of a different educational content than the formal school proi'ldPs:

-The inability of the forMal education sector-to "quantitatively" meet the

learning needs of the large numbers of the, Indonesian poPulation is but one area
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to which the development of alternate systems of mass education might direct it-

self. There has been much attention drawn to the "qualitative" limitations'of the

formal school model in its ability to perform all educational functions, especially

those related to the rural.environment,
5 The dual challenge that faces IndonesiGn

educators is how.to Identify learning needs of prospective learners outside the

-formal school system, and how to mobilize non-schOol learning resources to meet

these needs in a cost efficient and effective manner.-

Tn an effort to fulfill the pOlitical.promise of the Constitution to provide .

quality educationto the masses of IndOnesia, the Minister of Education and Cul-

ture nas charged the Office of Educational Research and Development with_the task

- -
.o.f...developing a National Strategy.for,Non-Formal Education which would then be im-

plemented under the auspices of .the Division of Out -of- School Education and ?,ports.,

sKmm: A.Community Learning System

In the Fall of 1974 the Indonesian Government, through the Office of Educa

tional Research and Developments invited me to serve.as a'conSultant in Non-For-

mai Education. The United States Agendy for intern,tional Development agreed to

fund.. my Stay with the intention that my. work would lead. to a project In Nord- Formal

Education wnicn they might support.

'Altnough the broad scope in which I was to work.included assessment, experi-

mentation, /training, and, policy planning, the brunt of'my effort fell or the area

of ` "action- research , or an integration of expertmentation and'assesbment:--This

emphasis resulted fromthe.frustration and inadequacy of our early efforts to de-

velop an abstract National Strategy without reference to the realities of the .vil-

lage. In a change of approach-we moved our efforts to the field hypothesizing

that National Strategy, or strategies, would inductively emerge.

In the field we found a wealth of existing-community resources: government

out-reach programs in agriculture, henith, family, planning, skill training, nnd
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basic education; indigenous, quasi-government (voluntary) and government institu-

. tions ranging from wdmens groups to scouting movements and cooperatives,; and many

talented people: from local artisans, entertainers, and religious leaders to

teachers, health workers, and agricultural extension: agents'. We also found that

there was little coordination of effortd among this vast array of potential re-

sources. In fact, groups frequently worked at cross purposes to one another. This

--w.as particularly true_Haf_enal- resource efforts i.e., governMent extension, when

applied to the village context. Many of the external efforts were based on pre-

conceived notions' of what the constituents "wanted' or '!needed" 0.8-determined in

distant Jakarta. It was soon apparent that there waS seldom a direct link between.

the villager's needi and subsequent development programs. Finally it became .evi-

.dent that the general "development".perspectivejwas fundamentally false. Instead

f seeing the community as a "web" of interrelated problems, concerns, and solu-

tions, a fragmented outlook prevailed in which'problems were isolated and attacked,

as if there was nocohnective tissue in the human experience i.e., skill training

without access to tools nor consideration of actual'market demands; increased foOd

production without concern for population limitation; literacy programs without

\
sufficient reading material or functional, use; irrigation construction without

proper access to credit,'fertilizer, new. variety seeds, or extension advice.

In snort, resources were being brought to bear in a difuce often redun-

dant fasftion,. and at differential levels of efficiency and effectiveness. Inc many

iaptances programs wnicn-were launched by the central government frequent'4-nad

little to do with the educational needs aad demands of the very people they purr

ported to serve, All to often the ease in constructing, packaging and administer-

ing bureaucratically homogenous solutions in Jakarta led to dismal failure when

they reached the diverse needs of heterogenous lOcally-based populations. By

6
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Compartmentalizing the treatment of human concerns into neat bureaucratic deptrt-

ments (10.,Velop agents structurally insured a fragmented view of life through the

daily treatment of those.concerna as if they-had no interconnection with one

another.

Moreover, not only was there a blatant lack of concern for village level input

into the design of external developMent programs, but there wao seldom any hard

evaluative data and constructive-feedback for-the effective ihprovement of such de..

velopment efforts. When an evaluative dimension did exist it was usually of a

nebulous ex-post-facto nature with a diminished critical perspective.
6

These observations of the deficiencies of development efforts led to the de-

sign of a major experiment in Non-Formal Education: prom this-experiment the

Office of EdUcational Research and Development hopes to draw lessons for the de-

velopment of National Policy and Planning. The experiment falls, into the category

of !'action-research" in which we intend to innovate, effect Changes, observe and

evaluate our efforts. The primary theme is the development.and testing Of an ems .

perical model of a."CommUnity Learning System". The community learning system is

fundamentally a, network of relationships between learners (learning needs) and

learning resources (human and material sources of development).

The crucial task is-to mobilize and manage community learning resources into

a proto-type-Oommunity Learning System which connects. community- articulated learn-
,

ing needs tolcOmmunitybased learning -:cesources in a,-comprehensive, integrated co-

munity educcition network. Centrai to this'effOrt are two assumptions. One,- that-

a ."vacuum ideology" of development views the village domain as being back-

ward and. naving no viable-resources is inappropriate, indeed, the community itself

possesses a large portion of the resource base needed for its own development. De-\
velopment should be a natural outgrowth from existing human and natural recources.

7
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;No, that ."abstractu=tureaucratic
standardization and

compartmentalization is dsm-

functional-in confronting the "real" diversity and intertwining complexity of hd-

man existence.. DeveloPMent toa-large. extent depends upon the ability to see hu=7

man problems and possible solutions as a /gestalt"... many pieces of a human puz.-;

zle whose basic fit is such,that_norone-piece-is-totally-Meaningful
in and of it -;

self. It ls the "whole" which gives meaning to its "parts" i.e., crop diversifi-

cation (production) is related.to family planning
(reproduction) to nutrition

education,(consdmption) to effecAve management of resources (distribution) to

open cnannels of cbmmunication (education) etC.,.

It is essential that all resources of the community be identIfied and woven

into a mutually supportive, interdependent, total learning system. An acute under-,

standing and articulation of 1060.1 heeds and conditions must directly linked

to this management-resburce,,leaning system. This necessitates community partiCi-

.

pationin unveiling needs, conditions, and resourcea, and in plahning meaningful

ongoing develoPment activities.

Tfte Key. activities of
thismanagement-esOurce-learning system are: (1)

devising appropriate participatory research activities to insure commitment, estab.

ash priority community learning needs, identify existing community.learning

sources, and locate gap-filling resources; (2) translating learning needs into

functional educational content wits. motivational appeal; '1/43)devising new or loos.--

ting indigenous organizational
strategies to get essential content out through de -.

centraliZed networks'. AS expressed by the leaderapip of one very successful thin

world rural deVelopment scneMe:". .correct.leadership can only be developedoa.th4

'9 gathering
principle of from the masses t the masses.' This basically means gathering the

views of the masses (participation), taking the results backto the masses Oistri

bution)0 and explaining and popularizing them.(education) until they are 'embraced

in unison (organization), stood up for, and acted upon (actualizatio
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The process of creating a,ComMunity Learning System is not merely a mechan-

istic one of matching learning needs with learning_ resources.' Important organiza-

tional components are district level technical resource teams interacting with

clusters of indigenOus learning groups in each of the. surrounding. villages. While

the task force is composed of more formally trained persons from the region pos-

sessing technical skills in development areas such as health and agriculture, the

village -based `learning groups are no less potent a _esource in theMselves, bearing

a wealth of practical' knowledge for exchange.
10

The experiment is being implemented through the following conceptual model

of the key components,, roles, and functions of a,proto-type Community Learning

System in two Indonesian sites, South Sulewesi and West Java:

Conceptual Model

f

Community Learning System Components

Overall learning objective:
// I o raise the life of the people

CommOity problems if
f3rid

\

Organizational
Mechanism:,

Learning 'Groups
'Technical Resource Team;

Without the Community /

jGapTillingling Resoures

Within.the Community
Existing Resources



Continued_

Interlocking
Roles

- 8 -

Interlocking
Functions

Management
and

rdinati

Resource elivery

Utilization capacity

!Intreased
learner
competence

Now that we nave establisned some bf the background, the remainder of this

paper will concentrate-on the experiences encountered prior. to and during the.

attempt to implement a participatory research strategy through a field'operations
. -

s:emlnor in the early phases of the project.

Participatory Research Or Participation Put-On

The Jakarta Dialogue-

As nas general:Ey-beep my experience th the b*er7worked environment of the

Office for Educational Researh and Development, immediate circumstance usually

takes presidence over planned action, Sinde my counter-part was being-pressed to
,

develop a methodological research design for identifying unused and underutilized

learning resources as a basis for a regionally funded Non-Formal Education project9

while we were working on the research component of.the AID supported Community

Learning System Proje t he decided to kill two birds with -onestone and concen-

1 0



trate on community resource assessment in the first phase of the AID project,

enabling him -to- apply- the-resultb to theother-projeet-demands -as well. Although

the efficiency of this decision went unquestioned, the effectiveness of it led to

an initial issue which was atpr to be. reffolved through our experience's. The is-

sue centered about the nature and priority of assessing community learning re-

sources and community learning needs. There was no giving on the priority, at

least for our first field'operations seminar. It was a resource assessment which

was circumstancially mandated, therefore resource assessment would be the focus p2

Our first field efl\ort. As to the nature of the research design, that remained

1

open for debate. The initial emphasi was on a "top down", traditional quantita-

tive research design with concepts, - categories and definitions for

what in taet was a "learning resource "h inclusive of the construction of survey

instrumentation, to gather data and fill predisposed conceptual categories from se-

. \ .

lected respondents (usually government Officials). .Our first effort in the design
i

\

rooms of Jakarta resultled in. more questOxis thatL.answers. As we delteloped reams

of definitions, conceptual models, and categorical heading6 for constructing

questionnaires and analyzing data (i.e.\, Human resources versus material resour-
\

ces; Fihancial resources; institutional resources; Government resources versus

non - government resources etc...) we felt the burden of confusic4 overtaking our

quest tor clarity. TheAfollowing basic questions high-light our debate:

What, in tact, is a learning resource?
What are meaningful parameters of detinition?

How. can learning resources be begt identified; classified, and processed.

into useful information? .

Is it, indeed, necessary'' or. todo this?
Or, will such an approach lead to over abstraction, thus risk the pro-
motion of misunderstanding ofthe poten ial use of such resources?

What .are the importance elements of a le ruing resource?
The competenCe or content within (eg. sk 11,attitude, or informational
-component of the resource)?'
The existing and/Or potential ability of the learning reseurce to

dallver that particular competence?
And /or', the use and unefUlness of the learning resource -in meeting com-
munity needs and solving community problem0

1.1
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HOW best to assess such components?
Through an Objectified survey conducted_ by external researchers, or .

an:emergent model focusing on tpe extrication of learning resources by

the community members themselves through a participatory process?

Is some combination of these Methodologiespreferable-and feasible?

Once identified and assessed, what is required,to mobilize and catalyze

the effective and efficient use of such. resources?

Finally, can commdnity learning resources be adequately assessed apart

from their mobilization and use in a concrete Setting, attempting to

meet, specifiec needs and problems within .the framework of a particarar

community education strategy and developMent program?

The central iissue in our resource assessment soon surfaced; The issue re-

.

volved around Ohether or not we were going to employ an externally determined

traditional research design based, upon preconceived theories, concepts, cate-

gories and modalities of'analysis outside the villager fraMe of reference, or
,

whether we were going to utilize an emergent research strategy which would concea-

l.

trate on the villagers' themselves identifying resources from which categories,

concepts, modality of analysis and theory would'evplve?

It seemed that as we developed more sophistiCated, abstract research instru-

,
merits founded in Western conceptual and aaalytical frameworks in Jakarta, we were

to fact gearing up to obtain information that may well be "objectively" gathered,

analyzed etc, y but in functional terms would contribute less to our understanding

of the "subjective" reality in the village and the'attendantcreation of a func
.

tional developmeht\\,effort. As previously alluded to I was earlier compelled to
\ .

.

draft National.Strategy papers based on abstract theory to be later applied to

Indonesian reality. Now, I was being asked to develop fittegories, from pre -con-

ceived concepts to measure reality. It all suddently came together! The process

bad to be c aducted in reverse. Village reality as subjectively perceived would

6

didtate development strategy upon which theory might later be constructed. If vii.

lagers could identify their own learning resources then categories and concepts

would naturally emerge., The problem remained to convince my Western educated

12



Indonesian counter-parts that the Western research model might be fallacious.

tbreover, that villagers were capable of articulating their own learning needs and

identifying the resources at their disposal.

As I continued to argue for an emergent research design, my counter-part

pressed for "instrumentsi" "conceptual categories", and other "scientific" ele-

n tt bilLlouttA reloottrch model. nuttily, my clittlleugo Lo Otto Ulu ottwrgouL'

design a try through a field operations seminar in one of our project sites, South

Sulewesi, was,accepted when .1 vowed to take full responsibility.

The following assumptionsformed the basis for the initial field research coa-

ducted in South Sulewesi:

1. 'Resource assessment, like need assessment' cannot be realized for

t11peOpier but only with their full participation. Thus, the mo-

bilization and use of resources is inextricably tied to the mobili-

zation and demand of the population.

Participation assumes that the community. members, have the capacity,

to perCeive their problems, communicate their needs, and effectivOly

organiZe tp identify,. control,.and manage their own resources to

solve their own problems.

=(., All people are capable of self-development, if encouraged to mobilize

all their potential fatuities, talents, and surrounding resources.

This by no 'Means implies a. ore -sided approach to development. If

planning and development from abpve is to'be effective, it must be

in oartnersni.p with tne. promotion of field-based diagnosis and plan-
.

ning- with local partici:oaf-ion to develop/practical solations to don-

c.rete problems.

4. No one community is expected to have all tiqpresources necessary to

solve all its problems or to meet all its needs. --The efore an

13
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essential part dr-a.,-community learning resource
assessment is the

identification of resource gaps in relation to particular community

needs, as well as the development of attendani. strategies (i.e., dis-

trict level technical resource teams) for pulling in resources from

outside the community.

5. The assessment of 'community learning resources
and needs should Ile a

continuous process mirroring both the changing community needd (prob-

lems) and resource. base.

In sum, it was decided that the research would apply the principle of an emer-

:gent'design through
a/Participatory process engaging community

members and limited

outside technical support staff. The process and product of this project would be

blende into one activity. There would be no apriori instruments developed in the

-Urban center and forced on the community in an attempt toassersd resources. Any

necessary instrumentation would came through, and/or be develapedrby, the partici-

,

t

patory group dynamics of the community members as they critically assess their

own resources and resource needs. The outside technical
assistance will be of a

,
.

1

facilitative rather-than directive nature in providing input for group dialOgue,

i.e., the sharing of lessons and ideas from other (outside) efforts to assess

learning resources, and generally attempting tokeep the process going through

summarizing and clarifying when appropriate.

The Field Site;-----

Biringkanaya is a eluster"(Ketnmatap) f five villages (Des's) in the munici-

.

polity (Kotamadya) of Ujung Pandang the roVince of South Sulewesi, The field

site had long been designated on the basis of a number criteria., i.e.; rural loca-

.

tion- level-of-development 3
physical access and other administrative concerns.

14
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The total population of the Keerinatan is estimated to be approximately 26,000. in-

habitants. The primary mode of subsistence is wet rice agriculture. This is sup-

plemented by fishery activities, cottage industries, .and household garden plots.

It is considered to be a poverty area with a yearly per capita'income of about 44
\

US dollars. Its location between the!larger urban environment of Ujung Pandang

(15km) and the neighboring Provincial airport suggest high potential for rapid de-

ll
velopment.

We arrived in Ujuag Pandang early in the day in order'to make all necessary

arrangements for our field activity in Biringkanaya. Since the project is being

conducted through the Provincial Office of Education and local government this

meant a succession of meetings with the Provincial Education Officer, the Mayor'of

the Municipality, and the head of Kecematan Biringkanaya (Camat).

We encountered our,first majoil obstacle from the Mayor, Be,,had.great concern'

over who would determine the definition_af."partiaipant" in our. "participatory re-

search" effort. In essence, who would be the participants.? As we'talked, it be-

--came clearer in hih mind, and ours, that the definition of participation "Indone-

sian-style' was a it different than wnat we had envisioned. Our ;visions were of

villagers, neads pf households, the "grass--robts" hi'; was that of village ofti-

,.!n,n, govornmont emplonen working in. the Wiltriet, and -oven some of hi n starf.

We finairy etitied on a compromise set of participants with-one major stipulation-

that all participants come from the Kecamatan and were indeed "insiders'! with

tne exception, of a few so called resource persons i.e., ascouple of assistants

froM a neighboring University Community Education Department, and the outreach per-

sons from his office and that of the Provincial Education Office. Theses /resource

c.

people were to play a non-evaluative, non-directive, facilitative role in the field

research process. It was further decided that the set of representatives from the

five villages would be as follows:. all five of the village headman (Lurah); rat

13



least 10 villagers (5 male and 5 female from each village) who were members of the

village elected social committees (1,2Dr); at least one representative from each

of the government extension programs 'health, agriculture .community develop-'

meet, community education who were working in the Kecamatan;'-representatives from-

41i. nongovernmental. erganivAtiens within the Kecamatan i.e., scouts, religieum_

leaders, womens groups, etc.; _and anyone else whom the Camat deemed a formal or in-

formal person of community respect, an opinion setter in the community.

After agreeing on the definition of participants the Mayor urged that we use

his urban facilities-for the seminar. We kindly refused, pointing to our desire not

to Ise-late the process from the village. Salary for persons attending the opera-

tions seminar was also discussed (honorarium is the typical motivating force for

government seminars and civil servants). Our position was again in keeping with a

basic premise. about 'social consciousness and community development not to encour-.

age status 'differentiation in the village, context. Instead of providing the tra-
,

ditional salary for seminar participation thia would not be cal10.a seminar but

a community meeting in which the Camat would provide food and we would communally

break the fast (Ramadan or'Tsiamic fasting season). together at sundown.

As with the Provincial Education. Officer, we found our of ideas
,-/

and discussion with the Mayor.to.be of a consciousness raising, educative nature,

rather than a mere bureaucratic exchange_of information leading to formal'decisions.

After a 1 ter meeting With the Comet, setting the general tenor'for what.wcs to

I
transpire, we_ -left him with the further task of notifying persons- making ,Iprepara-

;.

71.
tions for the meeting, meal etc. We were ready for Biringkanaya!

The following day'we spent identifying' and working with.resource.pe ple from

the, provincial capital who.would later assist us.' We decided that tLer were at

.least three things that we wished to result from the field experiences: (1) pro-

ving that villagers could capably do research on their own conditions and needs if

6
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they could become aware and in control of their own destiny (2) creating a long

list, or lists, of community learning resources; and (3) the identification of

village leaders to form a part of a Kecamatan level technical resource team which

would later catalyze the process of learning group formation and activity through-

out the villages. To accomplish the latter, each resource person was given a sim-

ple scale of 1-4. (very active, active, adequately active and passive) to rate both

the frequency of individual opinion expression and the degree of individual.parti-

'cipation of any Rind.

Enter Biringkanaya -'the field of operation

It was late afternoon. The days work had been completed and the participants

were lingering into the dirt floor, open-walled meeting.room. Makeshift tables and

benches were strewn about the room with one long table, several chairs and benches,

and a movable blackboard at one end óf the room. The setting was simple, real,

Conducive to the climate_of interaction we desired to eventuate. The meeting

started, like all Indonesian meetings I have ever attended, with a formal speech

by the Camat and appropriate introductions. The Camat did do one exceptional thing

before turning the meeting over to us. He had the various members of the group, -

typically from key government departments (agricultural extension, community de-

velopment, and community education) gay a-few words about Biringkanaya and their

perceptions of the development problems there. Although this prelude was somewhat

helpful, and indeed necessary in the Indonesad.conteXt, it did detract.a bit from

the note of informality and free exchange of. ideas which we had wanted to instill.

But we were .to later nature this through another tactic.

The Camat then turned the meeting over to my Indonesian colleague. My col-
,

league explained why we had come, painting a picture f rural problets from.illit-

eracy to financial difficulties, a range from which almost any member of the group

3,7.-.7
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-might find something to identify with, Being: a_devout Moslem community, my Col-

league frequently.drew upon quotations from the Koran, providing food for thought

while building personal legitimacy and interpersonal affiliation. He set the back-

drop for an understandingof the community learning system by pointing to needs,

pl'oblomn, hol,Sonn of ronourcu utiltzatton and orgnnIzatIon. He continually apolo-
.

gived for the lecture format, saying that it liasthey.whozhoUld.and would, be do7-

the talking. It was then my turn to describe the model of community education

whidh we hope o modify and test with' them. This was all done in Bahasa Indonesian

and graphically illustrated on the board. Sundown was soon upon us, so we decided

to break befor e beginning the dialogue.

After praye s and a meal the group reconvened and began discussing the ideas

that had teen- presented earlier. Initially the discussion focused on the needs of.

tne community, Since the plan (as stipulated in Jakarta) had been to discuss com-'
/

munity resources we direbted the forum toward that end implying'that it would kovidt

as with-a c arer Picture of the Kecamatan before ;embarking on needs and concerns.

.

Perhaps it would have been better at this point to abandon the agenda determined in

Jakarta and work wits tte nataral flow of the meeting.

Tne group, dividedthemseives,ihto four, each-segment selecting a chairman and-

secretary as we.L.1. as a resource person-to act as a- facilitator. The resource peo-.

pie in fact became obserVers as the appointed =airmen of. the groups eadi.2.:y took

over the leader0ip,.ifacilitat..ve fuhction. Before Starting,, we suggested that the

groups '.is-cuss three quesiohs

What: resources are available in your village.?.

2. How can- other resources .be identified?

3. Can a functional list be made of the resources in the Kecamatan?

The group discussions were'dynamic and went on for over anhour. . The results

were comprehensive as reported by each group secretary in the general session which
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follOwed. A.list was generated consisting of individuals with unique skills to

offer, government and private service agencies, commercial enterprises, village-

based groups and institutions, entertainment, sporting, and social events,, physi-

cal structures and processes which might be utilized,and a host of natural:resources

that could be exPloited to\improve the life of the people. The participants were

aroused. They were amazed a the breadth of resources in their own community. We

now talked of the necessity o identifying community learning needs through similar

group discussion and connecti g them to appropriate resources. Maybe even expand-

lt

ing the participation with this group going out and serving as village. level facil-

itators among kampong (neighborhood) based groups. The flow of ideagraged op.

We decided to call it a night, indicating that we would be seeing them again s

ly to consider where we go fromhere. We were anxious to report our findings and

success back to Jakarta! The evening ended before the tide had swelled but ,we left

with the promise to return to,continue the process of community education and de-

velopment in Biringkanaya. 7

Back in Ujung Pandang-,
i

\
/

T .

In 'Ujung 'Pandang the resource personsexpreased--aStonishment ag-the-excite

merit and involvement of the villagers and the extensive resource 1istg the group.

processes had generated': We also discussed the participants, and after rating
:-.

each on participatory-qualities, prived a list of potential leaders .(primarily

those who:had been chosen as leaders by the groups' themselves).

The next day we made the.necessary visits to th Provincial official's we had

seen earlier, reporting on the success of our .efforts and discussing. future plans

to continue the process by officially organizing a technical resource t6am

with community leadership as derived from our session the previous night. The gen-
\

seral idea was that this team would soon be .identifying arid/or organizing vil-

lage community learning groups to conjointly, plan and enact a community learning

19
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system along the model we had brought to catalyze events.

Upon our return to Jakarta and investigating the resource lists constructed

by the groups, we fpund they quite readily.combined into. classificatory resource

patterns under such headingS such as'numan,' institutional, socio- cultural, economic,

natural, mass media etc, The entire process we had gone through was documented in

detail,
12 later to be applied in the second project field research site with even

greater success. It was also submitted for the Regional project, as the basis for a

methodological research design to study "unused and underutilized learning re-

,

113
sources.'

A Time For Introspection: Lessons Learned

What did we learn from our experiences in participatory research? 'First, and

foremost, we learned to modify our Western,ideas about participation. We found

that we were .nog able to readily interact with the villagerethemselves, instead

we were.forced to deal with a mediating-group consisting primarily of village and

district level Persons from the official authority structure. FUrthermord al-

thotIgn these persons participated in the discussions, this would not,necessarily

+-H;: (o0v. ii0"0 0 pci lo propeRs

pro;(3-ct,- cxperiche holds, it 'seems more likely that the Lradi-

\

0

zional\indonesianway would.previl. The consensus of thegroup will be taken into

cocsidc ration bUt "outsiders" will make the actual decisions. Thus, a clear dis-

tinctia mus7; be made betweei participation In discUssions obtaining information

-from vii alters (research),,and'village level participation in planning, implemen--
L./

.tation e aluation, and other key decision-making phasesof a project. Our :Endo-
_

nesian pro ect has at least managed to involve village level "representation" in

7

the first phase, whether even this form of participation is maintained throughcut

the project remains to be seed.

20
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Inreality, community education programs must he developed on the basis of

valiA frames of refervnce. In the Indonesian contexL this means, the cooperationbe---

tween villagers (insiders) and government officials (outsiders). The -process of

, .

conjoint participation between these two segments must be a continuous thread

throughout the development process, in planning, evaluation, and decision

making processes, as well as research efforts. Such participation should facilitate

a heightened sense of social consciousness and interpersonal commitment to the de-

velopment process. If research and developmentprojects:'-are designed on a national

level employing abstract theories, Concepts, and, categories derived apart from the

subjective reality of the recipient community, swh projects will continue to run

the risk of ms-understanding, mis-application,, and dysfunctionality within the

community context itself.

A. second finding was-that paricipatory research could accomplish important

process Eoalsof. (1) sharing ideas and information between internal and external

development agents; (2) creating affiliation.and,mutual", respea' arming parti-

cipants be they insiders (villagere) or outsiders (technical persons); (3) serving 0.

et motivational tool by acknowledging that villager opinions count and they can

, deed influence and control their own lives; (4) building commitment and social're-
:

(consciousness) through active involvement; (5). serving to organize

ind,ividuals, -identify leadership,- and establish effective patterns of problem-sol

.ving at the viilake level.
- -

Tnere -Should be a direct 'link between'the-prior success 6f process objectives

and the everltual success of content objectives in the overall development process. ,-

This link, may be Viewed in the samewaY as the interdependent relationship between

community education (nonformal education) and community-development (national de-

velopthentY, that is, one is a necessary means to the other, but neither is a suf-

ficient entity in itself.

Oir
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We must also recognize that the process of defining, identifying, assessing,

and mobilizing community resources for use cannot be divorced from assessing com-

munity needi,and mobilizing community demand. As important as the identification

of learning resources may be, their functionality i.e., capacity to deliver, exist-

ing and potential usage, in relationship to meeting real community learning needs

is critical. .

Finally, as a result of our experiences in participatory research, we became

very aware of, and sensitive to, the influences we, as Outsiders exerted on the

grOup process. We had brought together,a group that would probably have never

collected to discuss ideas that may never have occurred to them. In essence, it

was difficult to determine how much of the group participation really came from-

'the group, and howlauch came from the group's. sensitivity to what we were attempt-

ing to have them do. In other 'words, is "participatOry research" another exercise

in self, and other, delusion,- a new term for "outsiders".directing Community de-

velopment? Certainly one can point to the'increased sensitivity and intent of

outsiders in encouraging the "subjective" input of villagers in the development

process,. bur in reality they are still alien elements entering a village domain.

Questions Ain remain: was -Gni& participation-or a put-on? Do external agents of

daveiopment actually enhance their authority and dominance by creating ail illusion,'

r par 1,1 ,.11,it vv..17 r, um hi p:, Ira tho dovc 1 ( prot:irIrq no thuty In cr I.. flu 17/

. fn r. domin oacci rather tAtnWiiberation?
it,

Could it be any.. other way as long.

no :1outaldersl nerve an tne catalyotlfor such events? .

Although the above skeptical notes lingdr in our minds, we stand convince /i

that in order to enlist the active, creative, imaginative participation of pet/vie

in identifying and solving their own problems there must be_an opportunity to do

this. Thus, it in imperative"that outside agents.of ilvelopment 'begin conceiving

of their responsibility in the development process as something other than control

and dictation.
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